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2,841,459 
VERTICALLY ADJUSTABLE REFRIGERATOR 

- SHELVES 

Verlos G. Sharpe, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to General 
Motors Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a corporation of 
Delaware 

Application l'VIarch 26, 1957 , Serial No. 648,648 

5 Claims. (Cl. 312-306) 

This invention relates to refrigerators and particularly 
to a shelf arrangement in the food storage compartment 
thereof. , 

I am aware of the fact that others have provided verti 
cally adjustable shelves in the food storage compartment 
of a refrigerator cabinet. However not a single arrange 
ment known to me has been entirely satisfactory be 
cause it has not solved all the problems necessary to 
make vertically adjustable shelves feasible, relatively in 
expensive and practical in use. A vertically adjustable 
shelf arrangement should include many features several 
of which are desired to be enumerated so that my in 
vention will be better understood. A vertically adjust 
able shelf should be rollable ‘or slidable part way out of 
a food compartment and must withstand a food load 
thereon, without bowing or bending, when moved out 
wardly of the compartment of between 40 and 45 pounds. 
A shelf must be easily adjustable vertically while sup 
porting a full food load thereon. The vertical adjust 
ment design should provide for adjustability of an in 
dividual shelf or a plurality of vertically adjustable 

_ shelvesin a compartment independently of one another 
and the usable storage space in the compartment should 
not be reduced by the design. The range of vertically 
adjustable shelves should be maximum and not limited 
to predetermined increments of adjustment. A verti 
cally adjustable shelf should be removable from a com 
partment without leaving a framework or other parts 
in a position within the compartment that will hinder 
food storage in the taller space provided by the removal 
of one of the shelves. The means for adjusting a shelf 
or shelves vertically in a compartment relative to one 
another must be simple to operate and readily accessible 
without necessitating removal of food products from a 
compartment so as to render the vertical adjustment as 
convenient as possible. Incorporation of all these and 
other features in a vertically adjustable shelf arrange 
ment is dif?cult but I have, never-the-less, by my present 
disclosure provided various requirements of a speci?ca 
tion for such arrangement in order to satisfy public 
demands. 
An object of my invention is to provide an improved 

arrangement for adjusting shelves vertically relative to 
one another in a food storage compartment of a re 
frigerator cabinet having the features hereinbefore re 
ferred to incorporated therein. 

Another object of my invention is to provide means 
whereby the user of a refrigerator cabinet can easily 
and quickly raise and/or lower the height of a shelf 
within the food storage compartment of the cabinet. 
Another object of my invention is to support a plu 

rality of shelves, of the type that are rollable or slid 
able outwardly and inwardly of a food compartment of 
a refrigerator cabinet through a front access opening 
therein, upon a means common to all of the plurality 
of vshelves and to provide means for adjusting the height 
of a shelf in the compartment or for moving one shelf 
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2 
independently of another relative thereto vary the space 
therebetween. . 

A further object of my invention resides in the pro 
vision of a single jack-screw stationarily secured within 
the food storage compartment of a refrigerator cabinet 
adjacent one wall thereof which supports vertically 
spaced-apart cantilever bracket members each having a 
shelf mounted thereon and movable relative to the 
brackets outwardly and inwardly of the compartment 
and to rotatably connect nut means on the jack-screw 
to the brackets whereby operation of the nut means 
threads same upwardly and/or downwardly along the 
jackscrew to individually adjust or vary the height of 
the shelves relative to and independent of one another 
in the compartment. 

In carrying out the foregoing objects it is a still further 
and more speci?c object of my invention to provide 
means adjacent the front of the vertically adjustable 
shelves operable to thread the nut means along the single 
jack-screw which means is slidable with the shelf and 
removable therewith from the refrigerator cabinet upon 
detachment of the shelf from a bracket upon which it 
is mounted. 

Further objects and advantages of the presentinven 
tion will be apparent from the following description, 
reference being had to the accompanying drawings, where 
in a preferred form of the present invention is clearly 
shown. 

In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a front view of a household refrigerator 

cabinet having my shelf arrangement in the food storage 
compartment thereof and showing the compartment door 
in an open position; 

Figure 2 is an enlarged broken fragmentary horizontal 
sectional View taken on the line 2—2 of Figure 1 of a 
vertically adjustable extensiblershelf supported in the 
food compartment of the refrigerator; 

Figure 3 is a broken vertical sectional view taken on 
the line 3-3 of Figure 2 showing a track means and 
rollers associated therewith in the food compartment for 
a vertically adjustable shelf; 

Figure 4 is a broken fragmentary vertical sectional 
view taken on the line 4—4 of Figure 2 showing a nut 
means on a jack-screw and a connection thereto of a 
means for adjusting the height of a shelf in a compart 
ment. 

Figure 5 is an enlarged fragmentary sectional View 
taken on the line 5-—5 of Figure 2 showing a side of 
one of the vertically adjustable shelves; 

Figure 6 is a fragmental section similar to a part of 
Figure 4- showing a shaft of the shelf adjusting nut means 
disconnected from a gear and moved outwardly relative 
to a socket element; and 

Figure 7 is a front view of the socket element shown 
in Figures 4 and 6 and is taken on the line 7-7 of 
Figure 6. 

Referring to the drawings, for illustrating my inven 
tion, I show in Figure 1 thereof a household refrig 
erator cabinet of rectilinear con?guration and compris 
ing an outer shell or panel 16 and an inner metal liner 
17 with any suitable or conventional insulating material 
18 disposed therebetween (see Figures 2 and 3). The 
insulated wall structure forms or de?nes the top, bottom 
and upright back and side walls of a food storage com 
partment 19 within the refrigerator cabinet. Compart 
ment 19 may be cooled by an evaporator of a closed re 
frigerating system (not shown) associated with the re 
frigerator cabinet. The evaporator of the refrigerating 
system is disposed behind a front cover or door 21 there 
for in the upper portion of compartment 19 and the cool 
ing effect produced by the evaporator chills and causes 
circulation of air throughout compartment 19 to preserve 
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in» Foes! compartment v.119 $0,621 lirgdiitts stbréd the: 

has an open front or front access opening normally closed . 
by an insulated door structure 22, shown in open posi 
IiQn. i1} Figure .1.‘ hingedly mounted .911 the refrigerator ~ 
cabinet. A conventional stationary shelf 23‘ is mounted 
in ;th?l1PPPT-,P_Qr_?91? of sqmpartment .19 and a plurality 
‘9f alpacaderart shelves. adjustable vertit‘ally within com 
partment 19,, are’ supported beneath shelf 23,. The ad 
justable shelves maybe of the type whic‘hqcan be rolled 
wand/or slid part way outv of compartment 19 through'its 
front opening when door 22 is opened. ._ These adjustable, 
rollable ‘or slidable shelves are generally represented by 
.thereference numeral '25 ‘and are ‘constructed to be 
shifted outwardly of compartment _19 while being sup 
lporteddthereinand detachableffromthe refrigerator cabi 
snetiteferablv vand'=~t1bsmma11yfin .aqc'qrdance with the ' 
ehelflarriangemént discloses! a?d fully described in the 
Carl F. Petkwitz Patent 442,719,772‘ issued October 4, 

31255‘; entitled'H‘oriZontally Movable Refrigerator Shelf, 
and assigned to’ the assignee “of the present application. 
\Since?he shelves 25care"substantially like those in the 
Petkwitz patent the diiferent positions of rolling and slid 
ing a shelf outwardly of the food compartment 19 is not 
zrherein illustrated and reference may be had to this Patent 
for such’ illustration. My improvement is particularly 
directed to adjusting the height of this type of shelf with 
.in, ,compartment‘19 and for this reason such a shiftable 
‘ shelf may be :Of any suitable vor desirable construction 
without departing from the spiritfof the present invention. 
Shelves '23 and '25 are preferably formed from sheet 
metal and are reticulated in order to permit passage of air 
therethrough and around the interior of food storage com 
rartmem 19- ' ' , 

V TILn accordance with'this invention the shelves 25 should 
each, 'inorder to increasethe utility thereof and that of 

a the refrigerator cabinet, be arranged for quick and easy 
adjustment by the user of the cabinet upwardly and/or 
downwardly relative to one another and independently 
eof'eachuotherrwithin the food compartment 19. To 
this end I locate .a'pair of horizontally aligned spaced 
apart rollers 32 adjacent ‘each opposed upright side walls 

7 of. compartment 19 near the openfront thereof (see Fig 
a It is‘to be understood that the supporting‘ means 

for each of the shelves 25 -_includes four of the rollers 
32 along with other‘ supporting structure ‘to be herein 
after described. Each, pair of rollers 32 are rotatably 
mounted: upon-jstuds;_33 riveted or otherwise suitably 
.lsecurred ‘to the» forward end of legs 34 on cantilever 
bracket members 36 whichare substantially U-shaped 
and eirtend along the upright-back and‘side walls of 

:- compartment 19 in closefprci'ximity therewith. Means 
"is p‘rovided'for supporting'the, bracket [members and con 
sequently a shelf 25 mounted thereon within'the com 

fpa'rt'rnent 19. This means includes or comprises a 
threaded’ shaft er upright jack-screw 37 stationarily se 
ciired in compartment 19 adjacent its one or back wall. 
Ia§k?SCI€W 37 has its one/end resting in a lower support 
element 38 and’ has its other end ?attened and ?tted in 
'a ?at sided or substantially D-shaped hole provided in 
an upper support element 39 (see Figure 4). The ele 

vments 38 and 39 are bolted or otherwise suitably fastened 
‘to the compartment rear wall and the ?t of jack-screw 
371in'ele'ment 39 prevents rotation thereof: A molded 
plastic or the like vertically elongated socket element 
.41 surrounding jack-screw 37- is secured to. the central 
;'part of the bight portion of each of the U—shaped canti 
lever bracket members 736 and is‘ adapted to be moved 
upwardly and/or downwardly along the jack-screw with 

_'the brackets'36 and consequently a shelf 25 ‘mounted 
The central rear portion of. each shelf 25 ‘is 

wfrormed to extend around the jack-screw'37'. A pinion 
l742;(see Figure~4) threaded on jackéscre'w 37 is located 
. in- each of" the movable socket elements'41 and is a part 
of the means by’ which a shelf 25 is rendered vertically 
adjustable while ‘supported in'compartment-19. Y A bevel 
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gear 43, also located in each of the movable socket ele 
"ments'41, meshes with't'eeth provided on pinion 42. A 
vertical track means substa'htially in the form of an I 
beam 44 is stationarily secured to the rear portion of 
each of the upright side walls of liner 17 of compart 
ment 19 (see Figure 3). Cantilever bracket members 
36 have an ear 46 depending from the rear part of the 
legs 34 thereof and upper and lower opposed'rollers 47 
and 48 respectively 'areemountedt on studs 49 riveted or 
otherwise suitably secured to the cars 46. The one roller 
48 is located at the lobe of ears>46' while the other‘ 
roller 47 is located at the top of the anti-helix of the 
ears. These vertically offset rollers 47 and 48 ride in 
opposed .tracks51 and 52 on the beam ‘44 to center’ 
brackets 36 and consequently shelves 25 within com-' 
partment 19 and also serve to support 'a food load on 
the front portion of shelves '25. Each shelf 25 has a’ 
forward bracket 53'and va rear bracket 54 secured to 
its underside and a sparse ‘extends across shelf 25 and 
passes through'these brackets so as to be carried by the 
shelf. It is to be noted that shaft 56 is disposed in 
substantially perpendicular relationship ‘with’ respect to 
jack-screw 37. A short bar or handle 57 adjacent the 
front edge’ofshelfZS (seeiFigures l, 2 and 4) is keyed 
or locked to the forward end of shaft 56 and the rear 
end of the shaft has a pin 58 secured thereto with ends 
of this pin projecting laterally therefrom. A molded 
plastic collar’ or the like 62 surrounds shaft 56 and abuts 
against the rear bracket 54. A coil spring 63 also sur 
rounds shaft 56 and is disposed or compressed between 
the projecting ends of pin 58 and collar 62 for a purpose 
to be hereinafter described. Bevel gear 43 is hollowed 
out or counter-bored axially thereof and provided with 
aligned slots 64 in the wall of the counter-bore which 
receive the projecting’ ends of pin 58 on shaft 56 to form 
a disconnectible. joint between shaft 56 and gear 43. 
Socket element 41 has. a hollowed out or counter-sunk 
forwardly directed open top cavity therein provided with 
a wall 59 between this cavity and gear 43. Wall 59 of 
socket 41 is provided with a hole for'receiving grease 
and spring’ 63 thereon and this hole has opposed slots 
61 cut in the wall thereof (see'Figure 7) for the passage 
of projecting ends of pin 58 therethrough and into the 7 
slots 64 cut in gear to servea purpose to be herein 
after described. The pinions‘42 ‘form nut means in the 
present'disclosure associated with each of the shelves 25 
jvhich nut means cooperate with the jack-screw 37 for 

_ individual adjustment Lof a'shelf vertically therealong. 
Jack-screw 37 is of su?icient ‘length to extend along the 

full range of vertical adjustment of the shelves 25. Gear 
43 and shaft 56 provide means for operating the nut 
means or pinion 42 from the open‘front side of compart 
ment' ‘19 adjacent the forward edge of a shelf 25. 
The 'G-shaped track member 66 and the track receiying 

portion'or ear '67 thereon in the present disclosure (see 
Figure 5) correspond to ‘these same elements in the patent 
hereinbefore referred to and remain in compartment>19 
when a shelf 25 is detached from a cantilever bracket 36 
and removed from the-cabinet. In' this disclosure the 
track - portion ‘68, which rests on the track receiving 
ear 67, isasepa'rate metal piece adjustably bolted or 
otherwise suitably se'ciir'edto the bottom side of ‘a shelf 
25 instead of being formed- integrally ‘from the metal 
of a‘ shelf 'as shown ‘in' the Petkwitz patent. It is to 
“be noted thatilegs 34, track member 66 and the track 
piece or ‘portion 68'lie in parallel relationship to the 
side walls of 1 compartment '19 while 1 the raised side 

‘edges of shelves 25~~aie-angled5slightly ‘inward of the 
' compartment side-‘wallsifrom front to back thereof (see 
'Figurel). 
itliei-shelfito-cle‘ar the track means or beams I44'-and 
facilitates removal "of a shelf from a bracket 'mem'ber 

This‘plan'ular shape of a 1 shelf ~ 25 permits 

36 r to increase‘ the heighti'of a? space'i'in~compartment~19 
for? the 'fstora'g'eiof-"llarge bulkylfood‘iproducts if 1 desired. 

rear wall of compartment 19 continuously throughoutthe , 
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Aside from the minor" changes just described over the 
Petkwitz patented disclosure all the features set forth 
in this patent are incorporated in the present vertically 
adjustable shelving arrangement. In other words the 
shelves 25 in addition to being vertically adjustable 
are also rollable. and slidable outwardly and inwardly 
of compartment 19 through its front access opening 
when door 22 of the refrigerator cabinet is opened 
while the shelves are supported from within the com 
partment. The shelves 25 are also detachable from the 
cantilever bracket members 36 and removable from the 
refrigerator cabinet as disclosed in the Petkwitz patent. 
When it is desired to adjust a shelf 25 upwardly or 

downwardly relative to another shelf in compartment 
19 to vary its height therein the cabinet door 22 is 
opened and the short bar handle 57, adjacent the front 
edge of a shelf, is rotated to revolve shaft '56 whereby 
the ends of pin 58, ?tting in slots 64 of gear 43, rotates 
thegear 43 to thread the nut means or pinion 42 along 
jack-screw 37. Raising or lowering of a shelf 25 within 
compartment 19 depends upon the direction of rotation 
of handle 57 and shaft 56. The pinion or nut means 
42 is rotatably connected to socket element 41 secured 
to cantilever bracket member 36 and consequently has 
a rotary connection with this bracket member and with 
a shelf 25 thereon. Upward and/or downward move 
ment of shelf 25 causes the rollers 47 and 48 on ears 
46 of legs 34 on the cantilever bracket member 36 to 
roll along the tracks 51 and 52 of the vertically extended 
track means 44. A shelf 25 may be raised or lowered 
in compartment 19 while containing a full load of food 
products and items of these products do not have to 
be shifted in order to gain access to the operating handle 
for adjusting the nut means. Since each shelf is provided 
with an individual adjustable nut means associated there 
with and cooperating with the jack-screw 37 and since 
the single jack-screw extends continuously throughout 
the full range of adjustment of the plurality of shelves 
25 any one shelf is movable to vary the height thereof 
within the compartment 19 independently of another 
shelf. It is to be understood that a shelf 25 can be 
extended outwardly of compartment 19 while handle 57 
on shaft 56 is in a horizontal position to align the 
projecting ends of pin 58 with slots 61 in socket 41. 
When these elements are so aligned a forward pull on 
a shelf 25 will disconnect shaft 56 from gear 43 and 
permit this shaft to be removed forwardly of a socket 
41 (see Figure 6) along with the shelf during rolling 
and sliding of same outwardly of compartment 19. As 
the extended shelf is pushed back into compartment 19 
handle 57 is held in a horizontal position so that ends 
of pin 58 will pass through slots 61 in socket 41 and 
reenter the slots 64 in gear 43 for reconnecting the dis 
connectable joint between the nut means or pinion 42 
and its operating or adjusting means. 

Either of the shelves 25 can be detached from its sup 
porting means or from its cantilever bracket member 36 
and track members 66 while it is Wholly within compart 
ment 19 or when it is rolled part way out of same and 
prior to sliding the shelf an additional distance out of 
the compartment. In order to detach a shelf 25 from 
compartment 19 the bar handle 57 must be in a horizontal 
position and is then pulled forwardly of the front edge 
of the shelf, against the tension of spring 63, so as to 
further compress the spring and cause the projecting ends 
of pin 58 on shaft 56 to slide through the slots 61 in 
wall 59 of socket element 41 whereby the rear end of 
shaft 56 will be freed from the socket 41 (see Figure 6) 
and can be elevated out of the open top of the counter 
sunk cavity thereof. Thereafter shelf 25, together with 
the shaft 56 and its operating handle 57, is lifted up 
wardly off the track members 66 and bracket member 36 
whereupon it is removable from the refrigerator cabinet. 
The shaft 56 is also pulled forwardly of shelf 25 at the 
time of replacing the shelf into its supported position on 
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a bracket member 36 whereafter the shaft is released and 
spring 63 forces the ends of pin 58 through slots 61 in 
socket 41 and into the slots 64 of gear 43 to thereby 
reconnect the operating means with the adjustable nut 
means or pinion 42. 
From the foregoing it should be apparent that I have 

provided a novel and improved shelf arrangement for a 
refrigerator cabinet in which the shelves together with 
being rollable part way out of the food compartment 
thereof and then slidable an additional distance outwardly 
of same are also adjustable vertically within the compart 
ment relative to one another. The shelves are ?rmly sup 
ported from within the food compartment during rolling, 
sliding and vertical movement thereof. The improved 
arrangement increases the utility of extensible shelving 
and of the refrigerator cabinet itself since any one shelf 
may be quickly and easily adjusted vertically without re 
moving the same from the food compartment, without 
rotating a shelf in the compartment, without disassem 
bling any parts of the structure and while food products 
are supported on the shelf. By extending the single jack 
screw throughout the adjustable range of several shelves it 
serves to accommodate any desired number of vertically 
adjustable shelves within a compartment. My invention 
ful?lls a number of desirable features required by public 
demand as hereinbefore described. ' 
While the form of embodiment of the invention as 

herein disclosed constitutes a preferred form, it is to be 
understood that other forms might be adopted, as may 
come within the scope of the claims which follow. 
What is claimed is as follows: 
1. In a cabinet provided with walls de?ning a compart 

ment therein, a plurality of vertically spaced apart shelves 
disposed one above the other in said compartment, means 
for adjustably supporting said shelves within said com 
partment, said means comprising a single upright jack 
screw within said compartment adjacent one wall thereof, 
separate nut means associated with each of said plurality 
of spaced apart shelves and cooperating with said jack 
screw for adjustment independently of one another there 
along to vary the height of said shelves relative to each 
other in said compartment without rotating the shelves, 
and said single jack-screw extending continuously along 
said one compartment wall throughout the full range of 
.adjustment of said plurality of shelves. 

2. In a cabinet provided with walls de?ning a com 
partment therein, a plurality of vertically spaced apart 
shelves disposed one above the other in said compartment, 
means for adjustably supporting said shelves within said 
compartment, said means comprising a single upright 
jack-screw within said compartment adjacent one wall 
thereof, separate nut means associated with each of said 
plurality of spaced apart shelves and cooperating with 
said jack-screw for adjustment independently of one an 
other therealong to vary the height of said shelves relative 
to each other in said compartment without rotating the 
shelves, said single jack-screw extending continuously 
along said one compartment wall throughout the full 
range of adjustment of said plurality of shelves, and means 
incorporated in each of said shelf supporting means for 
moving a shelf laterally with respect to said jack-screw 
outwardly of compartment. 

3. In a cabinet provided with walls de?ning a compart 
ment therein, a plurality of vertically spaced apart shelves 
disposed one above the other in said compartment, means 
for adjustably supporting said shelves within said com 
partment, said means comprising a single upright jack 
screw stationarily secured within said compartment ad 
jacent the rear wall thereof, separate nut means. co 
operating with said jack-screw, a bracket member on each 
of said separate nut means cooperating with said jack 
screw, a bracket member on each of said separate nut 
means having portions thereof extending outwardly from 
opposite sides of said jack-screw toward opposed side 
walls of said compartment, said bracket members each 
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ieareysngrene F at "said shelves thereon, 'said separate imn . 
rlmea'ns "being adjustable independently ' of- each other inp 
wardly and/or downwardly along said stationary jack 
v~screw4fo1- moving a bracket member and varying the 
height of a shelf carried thereon relative to another shelf 
"inirsaid-cempartment, and said single stationary jack-screw 
fextendingiicontinnously along vsaid compartment rear wall 
"thronghout the full range of adjustment of said plurality 
of‘sh'el'ves. ~ ~ 

4. The combination de?ned by claim 3 wherein’ ends 
"of the/outwardly extending portions of the bracket mem 
bers are guided by track and roller means disposed ad-' 
jacent the opposed compartment side walls during ad 
justment of a shelf. 

5. In 7a cabinet provided with walls de?ning a com 
partment ‘therein, a plurality of vertically spaced apart 
shelves disposed one above the other in said compart 
ment, ‘means for'adjustably supporting said shelves Within 
saideonjipartment, said means ‘comprising a singlerrup 
--right jack-screw stationarily secured within said com 
‘pa'rtm'ent adjacent the rear wall thereof; separate nut 
means Cooperating ‘with said jack-screw, a bracket mem 
her on each of said separate nut means cooperating with 
said jack-screw, a bracket member on each of said 
separate mit means having portions thereof extending 
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iontwardlyr from‘ ‘opposite sides rofzsainxjaek-screw' tow “ "'r d 
ioppesédr side ‘Wallsfof ‘ ‘saidircenrpartment, ‘said bracket 
members "each ‘carrying one ‘of aid shelves ‘thereomi'sa'id 
‘separate ‘nut‘jneans ibeingiadjn‘stable independently of each 
other upwardly and/ or downwardly along said stationary ' 
‘jack-screw ifor moving a bracket memberand varying vTthe 
"heightrlof a shelf carried thereon relative ‘to another shelf 
in ‘said compartment, ‘said single stationary jack-‘screw ex 
tending continuously along said compartment-rear‘ wall 
thro?ghout the full range'of adjustment of said ipltirality 
‘of shelves, and means interposed between a bracket mem 
ber and 1a ‘shelf carried thereon-for ‘moving "the shelf 
laterally with respect “to its carrying bracket a prede~ 
v"(er-mined distance outwardly of said compartment. ' 
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